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INSTALLED BY OUR OWN
EXPERIENCED FITTERS,
NATIONALLY & OVERSEAS

Cost effective system.

Performance unaffected by minor movement
within the pool structure.

Covers old surfaces with minimum preparation

Fast installation service.

can be installed in complex shaped pools
including step unitsincluding step units.

Quickly transforms old pools.

Easily repaired if vandalised.

New liner guaranteed for 10 years. The perfect finish with ultimate protection 
ideal for...
Schools, Hotels,
Holiday Parks,
Health Clubs
Deck Level Pools
HydHydrotherapy Pools

For up to date material 
patterns visit our website
www.aquaflex.co.uk

TRANSFORM YOUR SWIMMING POOL
WITH ALKORPLAN



ALKORPLAN IS THE PERFECT WAY TO
RENOVATE OLD LEAKING POOLS WHERE
COMPLEX SHAPES CAN BE 
ACCOMMODATED

AQUAFLEX SYNERGY
A PERFECT BLEND OF CERAMIC
TILES WITH ALKORPLAN





THE METHOD
Before the Aquaflex team is called in, the shell of the pool would be prepared or built by the main 
pool contractors using standard liner fittings: skimmers, inlets, lights, sumps and linerlock.

The Aquaflex team start by gluing felt underlay to the base and sides of the pool. Generally they 
would then weld a bead to the top of the sidewalls. There is an option for a different type of fixing 
whereby PVC coated metal is fixed to the pool and also underneath the coping stones. In this 
instance the liner is then welded directly onto the metal profile. This system is particularly useful 
when when renovating old pools especially when it is important not to disturb the coping stones.

The sidewall is then clipped into the linerlock (or welded to the metal profile) and cut to the 
correct depth. The base of the pool can now be lined and the sidewalls welded to the base. 
The material is overlapped by 50mm and welded by hot air gun.

All welds are scribe-tested and sealed with liquid PVC mastic.

All our in-house Aquaflex teams are qualified Renolit approved installers. 
We never use sub-contractors for Site Lining.

THE ULTIMATE IN FLEXIBILITY
When it comes to negotiating tight corners, complicated shapes and unusual sizes, the 
Alkorplan pool lining system by Aquaflex offers the ultimate in flexibility. 

STRENGTH AND VERSATILITY
A lining system is ideal for both commercial and residential pools - and comes into its own
particularly on renovating and refurbishment of sites.

Alkorplan’s main selling point is its exceptional strength. The material which incorporates a 
popolyester reinforced mesh is 1.5mm thick which enables it to withstand intensive use and 
severe knock from even the most enthusiastic swimmers. It also has a special formula that 
includes a UV stabilising treatment which can withstand exposure to all extremes of weather,
retaining its properties year after year.

Guaranteed for ten years, with a life expectancy nearer 15 to 20 years, Aquaflex’s Alkorplan 
pool lining system can be used on new or existing constructions including concrete, cement 
render, brick or block, steel or aluminium, timber or fibreglass builds. Alkorplan is ready for
installation in ainstallation in any swimming pool irrespective of shape; rectangle, oval, kidney, circular, 
trapezoidal, completely irregular, with or without lined steps etc.

Alkorplan lined swimming pools can be comfortably run at temperatures up to 33°C (91°F) 
without any detrimental effect on the expected life of the lining. Even at temperatures up to 
35°C (95°F) the lining will give many years of service and is still covered by a more limited 5 
year guarantee. 

See the Aquaflex websitefor more details - www.aquaflex.co.uk

OPTIONS
There are several colour and pattern 
options available as well as slip resistant 
step lining.

There is also an option to have lane 
markings incorporated into the lining for
competition competition swimming.



This perfect blend of Alkorplan Lining and Ceramics offers a unique and beautiful combination
transforming any pool giving it a sophisticated and elegant look.

The installation of Aquaflex Synergy is similar to that of the normal Alkorplan flexible lining system but 
with the additional installation of a 300mm heavy weight PVC coated metal profile around the top 
perimeter of the pool.

Once the pool has been lined, using a special adhesive, ceramic tiles are laid onto the PVC coated 
materialmaterial. The tiles, of your choice, are then grouted in the normal way, achieving a beautiful tiled finish 
at the waterline of the pool.

Our large range of Alkorplan liner materials can be married with any complimentary ceramic tiles.

So create something beautiful and request a quote now for the Aquaflex Synergy, simplicity at it’s best. 

AQUAFLEX SYNERGY


